Kingdom of Avacal College of Heralds
Kingdom Submissions Letter of Decisions
September 18, 2017
Greetings to the Avacal College of Heralds from HL Arwyn of Leicester, White Wyvern Herald, Kingdom
of Avacal Submissions.
The following submissions will be forwarded to Laurel on the Avacal external letter dated 2017-09-30
and were taken from the Avacal KLoI of2017-08-15.
Forwarded to Laurel Sovereign of Arms:
1: Alric of Myrgan Wood -Resub Name & Resub Device, Vert, two arrows inverted in saltire, and on a
chief embattled Or an awl point to dexter sable
The blazon (words) were slightly adjusted from Vert, two arrows in saltire points to chief, and on a chief
embattled Or, an awl point to dexter proper. Arrows have default positions to chief and not need to be
specified. The emblazon (picture) remains the same.
2: Evya Torynwyfe - New Name & New Device , Azure, two dogs passant respectant argent
Originally was submitted as Eva Toryn Wyfe. With some online documentation help from the Society’s
commenting heralds, additional documentation got the name closer to her used on the OP Evya
Torynwife. Evya was constructed using the late English Renaissance spelling variant from “I” to “y”.
Torynwyfe was constructed from both the potential husband surname+wyfe construction as well as
husband given name+wyfe. Also the variations on wyfe from wyf were also documented. The client has
accepted this change.
The blazon (words) were slightly adjusted from Azure, two dogs passant combattant argent.
Combattant means rampant respectant. These dogs are in the passant posture. The emblazon (picture)
remains the same.
3: Toryn Davinson - New Augmentation of Arms, Quarterly sable and azure, an ounce rampant
maintaining a sword Or and in chief a torc argent, an orle of chain Or, and for augmentation
maintained by the ounce an escutcheon quarterly argent and Or, charged with a gryphon's head
erased gules.
The blazon (words) were slightly adjusted from Quarterly sable and azure, in pale a torc argent and a cat
maintaining a sword and an eschutcheon charged for augmentation quarterly argent and Or, a
gryphon's head erased gules, withing an orle of chain Or. An ounce is a heraldic term for a wild cat to
distinguish it from a domestic cat. The description of the augmentation has been moved to the end
following blazing traditions. The emblazon (picture) remains the same.
The following submissions were returned for further work:
None
The following submissions were pended until next meeting:
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None
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